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This lovely Wimbledon house has been transformed to 
meet the demands for today’s lifestyle. The house was 
completely refurbished and included rear extension as 
well as pushing up the attic to create maximum living 
space. 

Traditional wooden windows were used to the front and 
main elevations in a crisp mint green colour. IQ Glass 
sliding and pocket doors together with Crittall-style 
glazing were installed in the extended living areas. 

Grants Blinds designed, specified and supplied 
Blindspace concealment products where possible and 
used Silent Gliss blinds and curtain products for the main 
installations.



Feature glazing corner sliding doors are complemented by flush-mounted motorised curtain tracks and screen roller 
blinds all within Blindspace concealment products. 
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Architectural performance material screen roller blinds were installed to reduce solar heat gain whilst allowing 
visibility and sheer curtains were included to add softness to the family living area when required. 





Beautiful family dining room has sheer curtains to bring in softness and some shade protection. The curtains are split 
draw to stack on both sides, leaving the Crittall-style windows clear of any obstructions.
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Located on top floor, this new living space with amazing outlook over the surrounding area, has dim-out curtains 
designed to stack clear of the window. The design included flush-mounted curved tracks to give a sleek and 
unobstructed finish.
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Traditional style large bay window to balcony has been treated with sleek modern dim-
out curtain designed with great effect. 



This large shaped glazing area has built-in Blindspace concealment frame housing bottom-up zipped roller blinds to 
provide shading when required.





Warm tones give a welcoming touch to this former living room. Screen roller blinds for sun control together with fabric 
Roman blinds for privacy complement each other, providing complete light and privacy control. 



Recessed roller blind has been installed to provide privacy and sun protection when 
required to this beautiful arched window. 



Both fabric Roman blinds for room darkening and screen roller blinds for daytime privacy and sun control, have been 
installed to provide necessary light and privacy control. 



Reverse-roll roller blinds have been installed to provide privacy and sun control. 



Grants is a design led window tailoring specialist providing architects, interior 
designers, and home owners with bespoke solutions. We have showrooms in 
London, manufacturing in the UK, and installations Worldwide.

Grantsblinds.com



Grants are blind concealment specialists using Blindspace® concealment systems for standard windows, skylights and also gables. 

We focus on working with architects and their clients on new build homes where this is of interest and can provide just the boxing so 
that provision generally can be made for the blinds and power supply can be brought to the areas and then supply the blinds later.

Contact us for more information!

C O N T A C T  I N F O R M A T I O N
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